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Teaching Scenario 

Learning Alphabet 

 

I. Lesson : 

   Learning Alphabet (Kindergaten level) 

II. Time allocation : 

   45 minute 

III. Lesson objective : 

   1. Student will identify alphabet and the sound of each letter 

   2. Student will learn more vocabularies 

IV. Structure : 

   1. ABC song 

   2. Mentioning alphabet 

   3. Alphabet and examples in words 

   4. Alphabet game 

   5. Mention another example of word 

V. The Vocabulary : 



   Many noun vocabularies.  

VI. Media : 

   - Whiteboard 

   - Marker 

   - Laptop 

   - LCD projector 

   - Speaker.  

   Online interactive game : https://www.turtlediary.com/game/letter-recognition.html  

VII. Lesson overview : 

   1. Opening  

   2. Explain  

   3. Practice  

   4. Closing  

VIII. Lesson procedure : 

1. Opening 

Time allocation : 10 minutes 

1. Greeting 

   As teacher enter the class, teacher greet student expressively to gain students attention. 

Teacher : "Hello everybody! Good morning!" 

Students: "Good morning, sir." 

Teacher : "How are you today?" 

Students: "I am fine" 

Teacher : "Great!" 

2. Classroom management 

   Teacher ask and organize students to get on their sit neatly and start the class with praying activity.  



3. Checking attendance 

   Teacher mentions student's name one by one to check their attendance (it also a chance for teacher to 

memorize students name). Students are allowed to showing response as indication of their presence.  

4. Motivation  

   Short activity to arise student motivation. Hand clap activity will encourage students to start activity 

more energetic.  

5. Introduction to alphabet 

   Teacher invite class to sing ABC song together to give initial description of alphabet.  

2. Explain 

Time allocation : 10 minutes 

1. Introduction about the letters 

   Teacher shows to the students each letter and the sound one by one using big picture through lcd 

projector in order to give clear picture of every alphabet for every student in the class. As introduction, 

teacher use interesting font to attract student attention.  

2. Repeating activity 

   To give further understanding, teacher writes each letter in whiteboard. Then, teacher shows and 

mentions the letter one by one and students are asked to repeat the letter after teacher together. To 

make variation, sometimes ask student individually next letter to the next student. It will also keep 

student focus on what teacher explains in front of the class.  

3. Initiating word 

   Teacher guides students to find words from each letter as initial letter for the word. Teacher should 

mention noun word that student can imagine easily. For examples : 

- A for 'Apple' 

- B for 'Banana' 

- C for 'Car', etc.  

   Teacher asks students to mention any word that begins with a kind of letter that students know. If 

students confuse, teacher may give examples.  

4. Classroom management 



   Students are still in their sit as long as teacher giving explanation about letter. Teacher keep the 

situation comfortable and fun. Teacher always do interactive communication tho the whole and also 

individually. If there is someone who less active, teacher may ask individually to encourage him/her. Use 

friendly voice to avoid students feel scared.  

3. Practice 

Time allocation : 15 minutes 

1. Teacher sets LCD projector, laptop, and speaker.  

2. Teacher access the link which is online educational game named I Spy Alphabet.  

3. I Spy Alphabet is an interactive game which provides letters and words for beginners level. This game 

is an application which is played by choosing and matching letter. After that, it will give us words as 

examples.  

4. Before start the game, teacher initiates "one clap two claps" activity to increase students focus.  

5. Teacher ask students to pay attention on the screen and the game.  

6. Teacher explains the game and the activity during game session. The steps are : 

   - There is different letter in each slide.  

   - There is a letter as the main question, and four letters below as options.  

   - Students are asked to mention what is the letter question first before choose the option.  

   - Students are asked to choose a letter among the options that match with letter question.  

   - If it is correct, the system will give examples and continue to the another letter. Before continuing the 

slides, teacher gives another words or ask student to give example that they know.  

7. Classroom management 

   - Students stay in their sit.  

   - Keep the speed of teaching normal. Do not too slow which makes students getting bored, and also do 

no too fast to give students enough time to think, choose, and imagine.  

   - For the first slide, teacher give full example of doing the game activity. It also makes sure that 

students know what to do.  

   - Teacher asks the whole class sometimes and also individual. Try to ask the students fairly and 

equitable for the whole class.  



   - Keep the situation fun and enjoyable for students with friendly attitude and always give positive 

feedback for students.  

4. Wrap Up 

Time allocation : 10 minutes 

1. When the game is over or enough, teacher appreciates and gives positive feedbacks for the whole 

class.  

2. Ice breaking moment with "If you happy and you know it clap your hands". 

3. Time for students showing their understanding. Teacher asks students to mention the whole alphabet 

(A-Z). Teacher also write the letter one by one after the class or any student mention the correct 

sequence of alphabet on the whiteboard.  

4. When teacher asks a student, she/he is required to stand up and answer or mention the correct letter.  

5. After finish to Z letter, teacher give fun and positive feedback.  

6. Finally, at the end of the class, everyone sings ABC song once again together.  


